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Wilson Center Digital Archive Transcript - English

DEPARTMENT OF STATE  
Bureau of African Affairs  
  
SECRET  
December 23, 1965  
TO  :  AF – Governor Williams  
FROM  :  AFN – John F. Root  
SUBJECT: Bulgarian Fronting For Russian Interests in Ethiopia - INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM  
  
The attached telegram (Addis’ 795) from Ambassador Korry sheds some revealing
light on current Soviet and Communist tactics in Ethiopia and Africa. The primary
source is Israeli Ambassador Divon who is considered by our Ambassador to be one of
the shrewdest and best informed observers of the Ethiopian scene. (The Israelis have
been notably successful in penetrating the IEG security and military intelligence
apparatuses.)  
  
Concerning Rhodesia, the Soviets are apparently using the Bulgarians as a stalking
horse to sound out (a) African receptivity and reliability in the event the “socialist
countries...were to risk resources or troops in the Rhodesian crisis” and (b) what the
U.S. reaction would be to "socialist intervention". The between-the-lines inference is
that the Soviet Union is at least examining the possibility of intervention as a prelude
to the Zambian mission to Moscow and has pressed the Bulgarians to supply the
weather reports.  
  
It also appears that the Russians are using the Bulgarians in a similar way to lay the
groundwork for expanding Soviet influence in Ethiopian domestic affairs. There are
several reasons that the Soviets would prefer to work through the Bulgarians rather
than directly: (1) As the principal arms supplier to Somalia, the USSR is suspect in
Ethiopian eyes; (2) as a small Communist state, Bulgaria presents less of a threat to
Ethiopia; (3) this may be an indirect way of getting the IEC to use the large and still
outstanding Russian line of credit to Ethiopia. (The Ethiopian drawdowns to date from
the $100 million USSR credit of 1960 have been minimal — only about $15 million.
The Ethiopians have particularly resisted a Communist foot in the door in the
potentially rich but reform-ripe agricultural sector. Hence the Bulgarian push for a
huge model farm project.)  
  
We certainly agree with Ambassador Korry's conclusion that the Soviet Union, directly
and indirectly, is making Ethiopia a priority target in Africa.  
  
Attachment: Addis’ tel 795.  
  
[...] 

 FM AMEMBASSY ADDIS ABABA  
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 795  
[...]  
  
Secret December 21 Noforn  
  
Communist Interests in Ethiopia  
  
EMBTEL 777  
  



1. Israeli Amb. Divon (protect) in response to my soundings provided considerable
detail on expanding Bulgarian interests in Ethiopia. Divon said Bulgarian Amb.
Karatsanov had called on him urgently Dec. 16 primarily to learn “whether socialist
countries could depend upon Africans” if they were to risk resources or troops in
Rhodesian crisis and what would be likely US reaction to socialist intervention.
Bulgarian made no effort to hide urgency behind these questions as result of
announcement of Zambian mission to Moscow.  
  
2. During conversation, Divon elicited following from Bulgarian:  
  
A. Bulgarians had insisted on state visit for Zhivkov, because only party leader could
make agreements. Most important of these was Bulgarian desire to acquire piece of
agricultural land of about 250,000 acres (100,000 would be acceptable) near Addis
for major agro-industrial operation. Ambassador had been given urgent assignment to
acquire land and reach accord with IEG prior to his scheduled departure reassignment
in March. ECB anxious to quit Ethiopia and left impression he could not depart until
completed negs.  
  
B. Ten Bulgarian surveyors, agronomists and other technicians had been in Ethiopia
many months seeking suitable land (Emb A-5933) but Bulgarians reaching conclusion
that IEG giving them runaround, first by offering few thousand acres one area, then
another, then still another, always keeping them on move but far from accord.
Recently they had been offered land near Bahar Dar which was suitable but site split
between two provinces one of which (Begemidir) refused to approve merger of land
into one unit.  
  
C. Karatsanov said his Govt willing to spend “tens of millions” to get project launched
and completed in record time of one year. Said for whatever crops were suitable to
land acquired, there would be canneries (plural) and other processing plants.
Bulgarians wanted project to include whole modern town with cinemas, sports
ground, and radio station. Addis area was best because of show piece effect but they
would take any accessible area such as Bahar Dar because “people would hear about
it”. In response to dubious Ethiopian expressions about Bulgarian pipedreams, he said
he had told Ethiopians “give us the land, let us make a start and will see”.  
  
D. Karatsanov said his Govt. was losing millions on fish and meat projects in Eritrea
but it had not deterred Sofia from wishing to embark on its biggest overseas project.  
  
3. Israeli said that one of his technicians working at IEAF HDQ base at Debre Zeit was
approached recently by three Bulgarian technicians accompanied by deputy AF
commander Col. Aberra. Latter introduced three Bulgars, who presented “to whom it
may concern” letter from Eritrean GovGen explaining that three were working on
Assab town planning and should be given cooperation. Three put questions to Israeli
as to number of aircraft IEAF has, number and type of IF expects, number and type of
radio communications, maintenance equipment etc. Israeli took gullible Aberra aside
and explained obvious ploy, then got rid of Bulgarians.  
  
Comment: I have confirmed same three are appearing in various IEG ministries and
tried same line, justifying questions on grounds they need info for work they will do
on expansion Assab airfield.  
  
4. Israeli Amb. Said Bulgars had also requested interior ministry for permission install
radio transmitters in twenty of their mobile slaughtering vans in Eritrea but
application been refused after consultation with Israeli technicians.  
  
5. Israeli Amb. Said he had no doubts that Bulgars fronting for Soviets who because of
their involvement in Somalia using ally in Ethiopia.  



  
Comment: Agree but Soviets might also reckon easier for small country to get
projects started without raising as many feecs [sic].  
  
6. I have raised question of intense Bulgar effort with member of officials I regard as
intrinsically anti-communist (Mammo Tadessa, Bulcha Demeska). Both confirmed
Isaeli story. Both said Bulgars fronting for Soviets since Bulgaria “obviously as poor as
we are”. Both said IEG has eyes wide open and Bulgars would encounter all sorts of
difficulties. Both noted large money-losing activities in Eritrea and asked why both
said there were Ethiopians who were either playing self interest (reference to possible
payoffs to Asrate Kassa and others) or who were gullible. Both said IEG would not
want to create public impression it was spurring offers from communists which were
more advantageous then [sic] those emanating from west so that matter had to be
handled with great discretion. Mammo asked why I thought IEG had not yet used
available Soviet creadits [sic]. Both were more then [sic] slightly interested in some
details of para 4 and above which I gave with view to broadening ways latent IEG
suspicions.  
  
Comment: Most interesting aspect of Israeli info is why Soviets have decided now is
moment to launch intensified effort in Ethiopia. Most logical explanation is that
Moscow is motivated by same reasoning behind 1964-5 alteration in US policies here
that is focus on Addis as capital of OAU and UNECA, aging emperor and youthful
stirrings, plus perhaps desire to match expanded US effort in African show place area
and perhaps disillusion with Somalia and Sudan.  
  
Korry  


